Motivated by M-theory compactification on elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds, we present a correspondence between networks of small resolutions for singular elliptic fibrations and Coulomb branches of five-dimensional N = 1 gauge theories. While resolutions correspond to subchambers of the Coulomb branch, partial resolutions correspond to higher codimension loci at which the Coulomb branch intersects the Coulomb-Higgs branches. Flops between different resolutions are identified with reflections on the Coulomb branch. Physics aside, this correspondence provides an interesting link between elliptic fibrations and representation theory.
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Introduction
M-theory compactifications have always been a rich setup for exploring the interplay between gauge theory and geometry. Compactification of M-theory on Calabi-Yau threefolds gives rise to five-dimensional N = 1 theories with vector multiplets and hypermultiplets [1] . The vacuum expectation values (vevs) of scalars in the vector multiplets parametrize the Coulomb branch of the theory while those of the scalars in the hypermultiplets parametrize the Higgs branch. There are also mixed branches, which we will call the Coulomb-Higgs branches, where parts of both the vector multiplet scalars and hypermultiplet scalars have nonzero vevs. Two different crepant resolutions of the same singular Calabi-Yau threefold correspond to different subchambers of the Coulomb branch [2, 3, 4] . Here we present a pedagogical and detailed demonstration of this correspondence between the network of resolutions with the Coulomb branch phases of the quantum field theory. The analogous story for M-theory compactifications on Calabi-Yau fourfolds has been considered in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] .
On the geometry side, we focus on elliptically fibered threefolds with a section over some base B. Such an elliptic fibration always admits a (singular) Weierstrass model [14, 15] . We will use the Weierstrass model as our starting point and consider those given by the "Tate forms" which ensure the presence of explicit gauge groups SU (N ) after resolving the singularities [16, 17] . The base B is assumed to be nonsingular and of complex dimension two or three. Our discussion is valid for B compact or noncompact. We present a simple derivation for small resolutions of the these SU (N ) Weierstrass model with N = 2, 3, 4 by giving a unified description that can be summarized by a network of successive blow ups. We will call this network of resolutions the tree graph of a Weierstrass model. Flop transitions between different resolutions can be clearly visualized from the ramification of branches in the tree graph. Some of the flops are induced by the Z 2 automorphism in the Mordell-Weil group of the original singular Weierstrass model. The same feature was also observed in the case of the SU (5) model [18] . We also study the fiber enhancements in codimension two and three for each resolution. Over codimension two loci, we recover the standard rank one enhancement SU (N ) → SU (N + 1) and SU (N ) → SO(2N ) [19, 20] . In the SU (4) model, we find a non-Kodaira type fiber of type I ⋆+ 0 in codimension three. On the gauge theory side, we consider the low energy quantum field theory by compactifying M-theory on an elliptic Calabi-Yau threefold of the SU (N ) Weierstrass model type. This theory is the five-dimensional N = 1 gauge theory with gauge group SU (N ) and hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation ( ) and antisymmetric representations ( ). These are the representations arising from the rank one enhancements SU (N ) → SU (N + 1) and SU (N ) → SO(2N ) of the Weierstrass model in codimension two. This theory has a Coulomb branch in its vacuum moduli space parametrized by the vev of the real scalar field φ in the vector multiplet. It also has a number of Coulomb-Higgs branches in its vacuum moduli space parametrized by both the vevs of some components of the real scalar φ and the vevs of some massless matter scalars Q,Q. From a representation-theoretic perspective, we consider the partitioning of the Coulomb branch into several subchambers separated by certain codimension one walls W w . Each wall W w is labeled by a weight in the fundamental or antisymmetric representation. The hypermultiplet scalars Q w ,Qw with weight w become massless at the wall W w and we can activate their vevs to go to the Coulomb-Higgs branch. The walls are therefore the intersection between the Coulomb-Higgs and the Coulomb branch.
After collecting the necessary data on the geometry and the gauge theory side, we present a one-to-one correspondence between the tree graph of a Weierstrass model with the Coulomb branch of the corresponding gauge theory. Starting from the bulk of the Coulomb branch, each subchamber of the Coulomb branch corresponds to a resolution in the tree graph. Next going to codimension one, each wall W w corresponds to a partial resolution in the tree graph. Intersections of walls are also matched with partial resolutions that appear in earlier branches of the tree graph for the Weierstrass model. In addition, flops between different resolutions are realized as reflections 1 with respect to certain walls on the Coulomb branch. The SU (3) and SU (4) cases are demonstrated in Figure 1 The vanishing nodes (cycles) in the fiber of the Weierstrass model can also be read off from this correspondence. For example, one of the four nodes in the fiber of the SU (4) model shrinks in the partial resolution E 1 (see Figure 13 2 or (B.9)). On the gauge theory side, the corresponding line L indeed lies on the boundary of the Coulomb branch (see Figure 12 ), where part of the non-abelian gauge symmetry is restored, signaling vanishing nodes on the geometry side.
We would like to emphasize that our correspondence actually goes beyond the context of string/M-theory. In particular, the total space does not have to be Calabi-Yau. On the gauge theory side, the Coulomb branch data can be solely described in terms of representation theory. Thus our correspondence, from a pure mathematical point of view, provides an interesting link between small resolutions for singular Weierstrass models and representation theory.
1 These are reflections with respect to certain walls on the Coulomb branch, not to be confused with the Weyl reflections. We will restrict ourselves to the fundamental chamber, so we will not talk about the Weyl reflections in this paper.
2 In Figure 13 , the affine node C0 is omitted so only three out of the four affine Dynkin nodes are shown there.
It is spanned non-negatively by the two vectors µ 1 and µ 2 . The Coulomb branch is divided by the line W w 2 into two subchambers C ± . The line W w 2 is the codimension one wall where the Coulomb-Higgs branch intersects the Coulomb branch. Right: The network of small resolutions (tree graph) for the SU (3) model. Each letter stands for a (partial) resolution of the original singular Weierstrass model E 0 and each arrow represents a blow up. By going along (against) an arrow, we blow down (up) a variety. The identifications between the Coulomb branch with the (partially) resolved varieties are given by T ± = C ± , E 1 = W w 2 , and E 0 = O. The flop is realized as the reflection with respect to the line (wall) W w 2 . 
, and E 0 = O. The flops are realized as reflections with respect to the wall W 0 .
If we blowup an ideal generated by g i , we express the blowup with the following notation [21] :
where e defines a generator of the principal ideal corresponding to the exceptional locus of the blowup. Such a blowup is induced by the rescaling
We can think of e as a section of O(E), where E is the exceptional divisor of the blowup of
Thenḡ k are projective coordinates of the projective bundle generated by the blowup.
Since we will often need successive blowups, we will denote by E k the exceptional divisor of the k-th blowup and by e k a rational section of O(E k ).
Weierstrass models
A Weierstrass model [14, 15, 22, 23] is an elliptic fibration over a base variety B, where over each point on the base, the fiber is an elliptic curve described by a plane cubic algebraic curve with equation
where [x ∶ y ∶ z] are the homogeneous coordinates of P 2 and the coefficients a i are sections of certain line bundles over the base B described below. The cubic curve is a projective curve of genus one. It has a clear choice of a rational point given by x = z = 0. The tangent to the curve at that point is z = 0 and it has a triple intersection with the curve.
Globally, a Weierstrass model over a base B requires a choice of a line bundle L → B so that the equation (2.1) is the zero locus of a section of the line bundle
inside the projective bundle
3)
The Weierstrass model is Calabi-Yau only when c 1 (B) = c 1 (L ) as can be seen by applying the adjunction formula. The homogeneous coordinates x, y, z of the P 2 -bundle and the coefficients a i are sections of the following line bundles:
In the following we will take the base variety B to be a nonsingular algebraic variety of complex dimension two or three. Some comments on our notation:
• We use the classical convention for the projectivization π ∶ P(E ) → B of a locally free sheaf E over B: the fibers of P(E ) are the lines of E passing through the origin and not the hyperplanes 3 .
• We denote the tautological line bundle of the projective bundle P(E ) by O P(E ) (−1). Its dual is the canonical line bundle O P(E ) (1) . When the context is clear, we will abuse the notation and write O(−1) and O(1) respectively for O P(E ) (−1) and O P(E ) (1). We also write O(−n) (for n > 0) for the nth tensor product of O(−1). Its dual is O(n), the nth tensor product of O(1).
Mordell-Weil group A Weierstrass model is a true elliptic fibration in the sense that the generic fiber is a genus one curve endowed with a choice of a rational point. As we move over the base, that rational point becomes a section of the fibration. Here the section is given by the point x = z = 0 on every fiber. The Mordell-Weil group of the elliptic fibration is the group of sections of the elliptic fibration. For a Weierstrass model, we take its origin to be the section x = z = 0. Given a point on the base B in the Weierstrass model, the opposite of a point [x ∶ y ∶ z] under Mordell-Weil group is
If the Weierstrass model is singular, after a resolution ι is not necessarily an automorphism of the resolved space. However, the mapping it induces, which will be called the inverse action, can map a resolution of E 0 to another one and can even be a flop transition.
Singular fibers and Tate forms An elliptic curve given by a Weierstrass equation is singular if and only if its discriminant ∆ is zero. If a Weierstrass equation is defined over k and letk be the algebraic closure of k, then two nonsingular elliptic curves are isomorphic overk if and only if they have the same j-invariant. We can write the discriminant and the j-invariant in terms of variables
which are defined as follows [14, 24] :
7)
8)
9) A nonsingular Weierstrass model only has nodal and cuspidial curves as singular fibers. In order to have more interesting singular fibers, we have to consider singular Weierstrass models. The singularity of an elliptic fibration over divisors of the base are classified by Kodaira and Néron [25, 26] and can be predicted by manipulating the coefficients of the Weierstrass equation following Tate's algorithm [27] . We can force a given singularity over a hypersurface (a Cartier divisor) cut by an equation:
by allowing the coefficients a i to vanish on e 0 with certain multiplicities. Given the order of e 0 for each of the sections a i , the types of singularity are given by Tate's algorithm. If a i has vanishing order k, we will write
(If k = 0 we will simply write a i,k as a i .)
In this paper we will consider the type I In the case of SU (2n), the discriminant factorizes as follows
The first component e 2n 0 is the locus over which we have the fiber of type I s 2n after resolution of singularities. The second component corresponding to the bracket is the locus over which we have the nodal curves I 1 . These two divisors intersect in codimension two in the base along e 0 = a 1 = 0 and e 0 = P 2n = 0. They intersect further in codimension three along e 0 = a 1 = a 4,n = 0. We see that e 0 = a 1 = 0 is on the cuspidal locus c 4 = c 6 = 0 while e 0 = P 2n = 0 is not. We will see in later sections that there are rank one enhancements in the codimension two loci e 0 = a 1 = 0 and e 0 = P 2n = 0.
In the case of SU (2n + 1) we have
The discriminant again contains two components. They intersect in codimension two along e 0 = a 1 = 0 and e 0 = P 2n+1 = 0. These two codimension two loci intersect further in codimension three along e 0 = a 1 = a 2,1 = 0 and e 0 = a 1 = a 3,n = 0. We will see in later sections that there are rank one enhancements in codimension two loci e 0 = a 1 = 0 and e 0 = P 2n+1 = 0. where we are in the patch z ≠ 0. It is easy to see that there is no singularity at z = 0, so we will henceforth stay in this patch and set z = 1. In fact, the total space is singular at
I
where all the partial derivatives of Y vanish. The singularity is sitting at a point x = y = 0 over the divisor e 0 = 0 in the base. Above the divisor e 0 = 0, the elliptic curve becomes
which can be written explicitly as a nodal curve:
In particular, we see that over e 0 = a 1 = 0, the nodal curve becomes a cuspidal curve
This suggests a possibility of fiber enhancement for the resolved variety over e 0 = a 1 = 0.
To resolve the singularity, we will blow up the singular locus x = y = e 0 = 0.
To blow up the center (x, y, e 0 ), we introduce a P 2 with homogeneous coordinates [x ∶ȳ ∶ē 0 ] such that they are collinear with x, y, e 0 . That is, 25) where e 1 = 0 is the exceptional divisor. Note that e 1 is always defined since at least one ofx,ȳ,ē 0 is nonzero. To simplify our notations, we will henceforth drop the bar for the new projective coordinates and forget about the original unbarred coordinates x, y, e 0 . The collinear condition (2.25) is then rewritten as the replacement, (x, y, e 0 ) → (e 1 x, e 1 y, e 1 e 0 ).
The blow up will be denoted as Since the blow up introduces an extra P 2 , now the ambient space is parametrized by
As one can easily check, E 1 is a nonsingular variety if dim C B ≤ 3. Therefore for the SU (2) model, we need only one blow up to fully resolve the singularity.
Fiber enhancements In E 0 , the fibers are singular over e 0 = 0. Now after the blow up, the divisor e 0 = 0 is replaced by e 1 e 0 = 0, over which the fiber is still singular even though the total space is nonsingular. The fiber over the codimension one hypersurface e 0 e 1 = 0 consists of the following two nodes, which are both isomorphic to P 1 ,
30)
Over e 0 = 0, the ambient space is described by a fibration of Hirzebruch surfaces F 1 . This can be seen by introducing the variables X = e 1 x and Y = e 1 y. Indeed we then have the projective coordinates
of P 2 × P 1 bundle together with the relation 33) which is the definition for the Hirzebruch surface F 1 .
The equation of C 0 is better understood by putting back the projective variable z into the defining equations for the nodes, We see that the equation for C 0 fixes the value of e 1 and hence fixes to a point in the first P 2 in the ambient space. It follows that C 0 is parametrized by [x ∶ y]. At x = 0, even though e 1 is not fixed by the equation, the equation implies z = 0 since y ≠ 0 if x = 0. Hence the equation also fixes to a point, i.e. [e 1 x = 0, e 1 y = 0, z = 1], in the first P 2 . In other words, C 0 describes a P 1 -bundle over the divisor e 0 e 1 = 0 in the base.
Over e 1 = 0, the ambient space is just a P 2 -bundle with projective coordinates
In particular it means that C 1 defines a quadric bundles over the divisor e 0 e 1 = 0. A quadric bundle, in contrast to a P 1 -bundle, can have singular fibers. These singular fibers are located at the zero locus of the discriminant of the quadric as we will see later. All together, the nodes C 0 and C 1 intersect at two points
This the I 2 fiber in Kodaira's classification. In the gauge theory language, this is interpreted as the affine Dynkin diagram for SU (2).
Now let us move on to some special codimension two loci on B where more interesting fibers appear. The fiber formed by C 0 and C 1 can degenerate in two different ways: the two intersection points can coincide so that the fiber becomes a fiber of Kodaira type III, or C 1 can degenerate into two lines, giving in this way a fiber of Kodaira type I 3 . The latter would happen when the discriminant of the quadric describing C 1 vanishes. This discriminant is precisely the P 2 introduced in (2.18).
Over e 0 e 1 = 0 and
but a 1 , a 4,1 ≠ 0, the quadric C 1 splits into two lines,
That is, the node C 1 splits as
Right next to each node we write their explicit parametrizations. Note C
,1 )e 0 = 0. Hence the fiber enhances from I 2 to the I 3 fiber over P 2 = 0 on the divisor e 0 e 1 = 0. In the gauge theory language, this is the rank one enhancement from SU (2) to SU (3).
Over e 0 e 1 = a 1 = 0, the two fibers C 0 and C 1 meet at a double point, so the fiber enhances from I 2 to the type III fiber there.
Over e 0 e 1 = a 1 = a 4,1 = 0, the node C 1 becomes
Hence C 1 splits into two nodes C
parametrized by
where y (i) , e (i) , i = 1, 2, are the two roots of y 2 + a 3,1 e 0 y − a 6,2 e 2 0 = 0. The three nodes C 0 , C
, so the fiber is of type IV. The fiber enhancements for E 1 in the SU (2) model are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3 .
Tree graph The blow up for the SU (2) model is summarized in the following tree graph,
where the arrow represents the blow up. The tree graph will be the key data we extract from the geometry side. We will see more nontrivial tree graphs in the following.
e 0 e 1 = 0 e 0 e 1 = P 2 = 0 e 0 e 1 = a 1 = 0 e 0 e 1 = a 1 = a 4,1 = 0 Table 1 : The fiber enhancements for E 1 in the SU (2) model.
The fiber enhancements over the divisor e 0 e 1 = 0 for the SU (2) model. Note that the codimension three locus e 0 e 1 = a 1 = P 2 = 0 is the same as e 0 e 1 = a 1 = a 4,1 = 0 (see (2.37)). Again the total space is singular at
To resolve the singularity, we proceed as before by blowing up along the ideal (x, y, e 0 ).
First blow up and conifold singularity:
By blowing up along the ideal (x, y, e 0 ) (x, y, e 0 ) → (e 1 x, e 1 y, e 1 e 0 ),
we obtain the resolved variety E 1 ,
The ambient space is
Description of the fiber Generally over the divisor e 0 e 1 = 0, we have three nodes in the fiber,
Below each node is its explicit parametrization. For example, C ′ 1 is parametrized by x, e 0 in the last
The three nodes intersect pairwise at three different points and we identify them as the I 3 fiber. It should be emphasized at this point that even though E 1 is still singular as we will see shortly, we already obtain the full affine Dynkin diagram for SU (3). If we consider the Kähler moduli here, while the size of the affine node C 0 is set by the size of the original P 2 for the projective bundle, the sizes of C 1 and C ′ 1 are not independent and are controlled by the size of the P 2 we introduced to perform the first blow up. This can be seen by noting that C 1 and C ′ 1 are both complex lines inside the new P 2 ∶ [x ∶ y ∶ e 0 ] and scale uniformly with the new P 2 . It is only after the second blow up that the two nodes C 1 and C ′ 1 acquire independent Kähler parameters controlling their sizes. This is quite in contrast with the usual blow up of a complex surface with A − D − E singularity, where we obtain new nodes at each step of the blow up.
Conifold singularity In contrast to the SU (2) model, the variety E 1 after the first blow up is still singular. To see this, we define s(x, y, e 0 ) = y + a 1 x + a 3,1 e 0 , (2.53)
and rewrite E 1 (2.46) as
In this expression, it is clear there is a conifold singularity at
Note that y = e 1 = s = 0 is precisely the intersection C
Over a general point on the base B, Q can not be zero at the same time as y = e 1 = s = 0. Only at
is there a solution to (2.56). Hence the conifold singularity only occurs at a codimension two locus on the base B defined by P 3 = e 1 e 0 = 0. Note that P 3 was first introduced as the leading term in the second component of the discriminant (2.19). As we will see in Appendix A, after the second blow up, there will be a fiber enhancement at this codimension two locus.
Second blow ups and flop:
T + ∶ (y, e 1 e 2 ) and T − ∶ (s, e 1 e 2 )
Next we wish to blow up the conifold singularity of ys = e 1 Q. As usual for the conifold singularity, there are two possible blow ups one can do: we can either blow up along the ideal (y, e 1 ) or the ideal (s, e 1 ). The two resolutions T + and T − are related by the flop exchanging y with −s = −y − a 1 x − a 3,1 e 0 , which is the inverse action (2.4) induced by the Z 2 automorphism in the Mordell-Weil group. Geometrically, T + and T − are obtained by blowing up along C ′ 1 ∶ e 1 = y = 0 and C 1 ∶ e 1 = s = 0, respectively. Hence the flop exchanges the two nodes C ′ 1 and C 1 in the SU (3) Dynkin diagram. Also, since we blow up along divisors C 1 or C ′ 1 , the resolutions are guaranteed to be crepant. One can check that after the second blow up, T ± are both nonsingular varieties for dim C B ≤ 3. We therefore arrive at the tree graph for the SU (3) model in Figure 4 .
A detailed analysis of T + and T − can be found in Appendix A. The fiber enhancements over codimension two and three loci are summarized in Figure 5 . 
The fiber enhancements over the divisor e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0 for the resolved SU (3) model T ± . The fiber enhancements are the same for both resolutions up to relabeling. The trivalent point for IV means that the three nodes meet at the same point. Note that the codimension three locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = P 3 = 0 is the same as e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = a 3,1 = 0 (see (2.57)).
I s 4 : The SU (4) model
For the SU (4) model we need three blow ups to completely resolve the singularity for a base of dimension two or three. The details can be found in Appendix B. The SU (4) model is [16, 17] (2.58)
After three blow ups, we end up with four resolutions T ± ± . The tree graph is given in Figure 7 . The fiber enhancements in codimension two and three loci are summarized in Figure 6 .
In the SU (4) tree graph, the red lines are the flops induced by the Z 2 automorphism (2.4) of E 0 . The blue line indicates that the two varieties are isomorphic to each other and will therefore be identified as one resolution. See section B.4.1 for a detailed discussion. The fiber enhancements are summarized in Appendix B, Tables 7 and 8 .
The fiber enhancements over the divisor e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = 0 for the resolved SU (4) model T ± ± . Even though the splittings of the nodes are different for the four resolutions, the fiber enhancements are the same. See Table 7 and 8 for the splittings of the nodes. Over e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = a 1 = a 2 2,1 − 4a 4,2 = 0, we found a non-Kodaira type fiber I * + 0 , which is a degeneration of I * 0 . Note that the codimension three locus e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = a 1 = P 4 = 0 is the same as e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = a 1 = a 4,2 = 0 (see (B.28)). . After the identifications, we end up with four resolutions T ± ± for the SU (4) model. Later on we will identify this network of resolutions with the SU (4) Coulomb branch (see Figure 12 ).
Gauge Theory: Coulomb Branches of 5d N = 1 Gauge Theories
In this section we discuss the 5d N = 1 theories arising from M-theory compactification on elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds of the type I s N , corresponding to gauge group SU (N ). We will not discuss the explicit prepotential or the 5d Chern-Simons term, but focus on the Coulomb branch from a purely representation theory aspect. We will mainly follow [4] .
Consider 5d N = 1 gauge theory with a vector multiplet in gauge group G = SU (N ) and massless hypermultiplets in representations R a , where a labels different representations. We will restrict ourselves to the case where the R a are the fundamental representation ( ), the two-index antisymmetric representation ( ), and their conjugates. These are the representation arising from the rank one enhancements SU (N ) → SU (N + 1) and SU (N ) → SO(2N ), respectively. The numbers for each such representations will be assumed to be nonzero but otherwise unconstrained.
In the 5d SU (N ) N = 1 vector multiplet, there is a real adjoint scalar φ parametrizing the Coulomb branch. Modding out the residual gauge symmetry, the Coulomb branch is described by the fundamental chamber, i.e. the dual of Cartan subalgebra modulo Weyl reflections, which we will denote by C,
In C we will associate to each weight w in the representation R a a codimension one wall W w ⊂ C defined by
On the Coulomb branch where φ acquires a vev, the 5d supersymmetry induces the following mass terms to the hypermultiplet
where Q w andQw are the two complex scalars in the hypermultiplet with weights w andw (the conjugate of w). Therefore at the wall W w , the matter scalars Q w andQw become massless and we can activate their vevs to go to the Coulomb-Higgs branch. That is, the codimension one walls are the intersections of the Coulomb and Coulomb-Higgs branches.
The main object we will study on the gauge theory side is the partitioning of the Coulomb branch C into several subchambers separated by the walls W w (3.3). In the following we will consider three explicit examples.
SU (2) with 2
The fundamental chamber in this case is a half line,
The relevant representation is the fundamental representation 2 from the rank one enhancement SU (2) → SU (3). There are two weights in 2. For rank one, φ ⋅ w is a scalar product so it is zero if and only if φ or w is zero. Since the weights for 2 are both nonzero, the walls are just the origin O of the fundamental chamber, φ = 0. The SU (2) Coulomb branch is shown in Figure 8 .
SU (3) with 3
Let us denote the simple roots by
The fundamental chamber C is spanned by the two fundamental weights µ i with non-negative coefficients,
The relevant representation here is the fundamental representation 3 from the rank one enhancement SU (3) → SU (4), with weights
be a general point in the fundamental chamber C. The inner products φ ⋅ w can then be computed as
Since φ 1,2 ≥ 0, the inner products φ ⋅ w 1 and φ ⋅ w 3 are never zero except at the origin O. It follows that these walls W w 1 , W w 3 do not divide the fundamental chamber C. The only nontrivial wall is 12) dividing the SU (3) Coulomb branch C into two subchambers, which we will call C + and C − . At the wall W w 2 , some hypermultiplet scalars becomes massless so W w 2 is the intersection between the Coulomb and the Coulomb-Higgs branch. The SU (3) Coulomb branch is shown in Figure 10 . 5 Recall that the inner product between fundamental weights is given by the inverse of the Cartan matrix, µ i ⋅ µ j = (A −1 )ij. Here our normalization is α i 2 = 2 and the Cartan matrix is defined by Aij = 2α i ⋅ α j α i 2 .
SU (4) with 4 and 6
Let us denote the simple roots by α i , i = 1, 2, 3 and the fundamental weights by µ i . The fundamental chamber C is spanned by µ i with non-negative coefficients,
The relevant representations are 4 and 6 from the rank one enhancements SU (4) → SU (5) and SU (4) → SO (8) 
with φ 1,2,3 ≥ 0, the four weights (3.15) define the following three nontrivial walls in the fundamental chamber C, Figure 12 , these three walls divide the Coulomb branch C into four subchambers,
The three walls intersect at a single line, which we will denote by L,
Since φ 2 = 0, L lies on the boundary of the fundamental chamber C. This will be a crucial fact as we study the vanishing nodes of the fiber.
To summarize, the SU (4) Coulomb branch C is divided by three walls W + , W 0 , W − into four subchambers C In the next section, we will see the partitioning of the Coulomb branch exactly matches with the topology of the tree graph of resolutions.
The Correspondence: Tree Graph and Coulomb Branch
We will now demonstrate the one-to-one correspondence between resolutions in the tree graph and the subchambers in the Coulomb branch. This correspondence also holds between partial resolutions with walls and their intersections. Furthermore, flops transitions between different resolutions are realized as transitions between different subchambers by reflections with respect to certain walls on the Coulomb branch (not to be confused with the Weyl reflections). We have the following dictionary between the Coulomb branch (left) and the network of resolutions (right):
Coulomb branch
In the following we will study three explicit examples to demonstrate this correspondence.
SU (2)
O C E 0 E 1 0d 1d Figure 9 : The SU (2) tree graph. The singular fiber of the resolution is drawn in the second row where the affine node C 0 is always ignored. In this case we have the nodal curve for E 0 and the (affine) SU (2) Dynkin diagram as the fiber for E 1 . The identifications with the Coulomb branch are given by E 1 = C and E 0 = O.
In the SU (2) model, we only need to do one blow up and this is consistent with the fact that the SU (2) Coulomb branch has real dimension one. The Coulomb branch C is a half line and there is no nontrivial wall dividing it. This corresponds to the fact that the crepant resolution E 1 → E 0 is unique. We hence have the following identification,
By blowing down E 1 to the singular Weierstrass model E 0 , correspondingly on the gauge theory side we move from the bulk of the Coulomb branch C to the origin O. Hence the origin O is identified with E 0 ,
We summarize the identifications for the SU (2) model in Table 2 .
SU (2):
Tree Graph Coulomb Branch 1d 
SU (3)
In the SU (3) model, we need to do two blow ups and the Coulomb branch is indeed of real dimension two. While the first blow up E 1 → E 0 is unique, there are two options for the second blow up leading to T + and T − . On the gauge theory side, there are two subchambers C + and C − on the Coulomb branch and these are thus identified with the two resolutions,
This identification is consistent with the intersection of the two subchambers C ± in the following sense. On the gauge theory side, the two subchambers C ± intersect at a line (wall) W w 2 (see Figure  10 ),
Correspondingly on the geometry side, the two resolutions T ± can meet with each other at E 1 by blowing down (see Figure 11) . We thus have the identification in codimension one,
Finally, blowing down E 1 to E 0 corresponds to going along the line (wall) W w 2 to the origin O of the Coulomb branch. Hence
We summarize the identifications for the SU (3) model in Table 3 .
As a further consistency check, we first note that the singular fiber for the partial resolution E 1 is already the full affine SU (3) Dynkin diagram (see (2.52) ). This implies the corresponding line SU (3): Figure  10) where part of the non-abelian gauge symmetries is restored. This is indeed the case as W w 2 lies in the bulk of the Coulomb branch C (see Figure 10) . 
reflection Ww 2
SU (4)
In the SU (4) model, we need three blow ups and the Coulomb branch is indeed of real dimension three. There are four subchambers C ± ± on the Coulomb branch shown as tetrahedrons in Figure 12 with vertices
extending infinitely from the apex O. They are identified with the four resolutions T ± ± in the tree graph ( Figure 13 ), T
flop Figure 11 : The SU (3) tree graph. The singular fiber for each (partial) resolution is shown in the second row, where the affine node C 0 is always ignored. The identifications with the Coulomb branch are given by T ± = C ± , E 1 = W w 2 , and E 0 = O. The flop is realized as the reflection with respect to the line W w 2 on the Coulomb branch.
The intersections of the four subchambers give three walls W + , W 0 , W − (see the left figure of Figure 14 ). They are shown as triangles in Figure 12 with vertices,
10)
extending infinitely from the apex O. They are identified as the three partial resolutions in the tree graph (Figure 13 ),
Again the identifications are consistent with the intersections of the walls in the following sense. The three walls intersect at a single line L rather than pairwise at three lines (see Figure 12 or the right figure of Figure 14) ,
On the other hand, by blowing down the three partial resolutions T + , B, and T − , they indeed meet at a single partial resolution E 1 (see Figure 13 ). Hence we reach the following identification,
(4.14)
Note that the fiber for each of the three partial resolutions is a full affine SU (4) Dynkin diagram (see (B.23), (B.107), and (B.135)). This is consistent with the fact that the three walls W + , W 0 , W − lie in the bulk of the Coulomb branch rather than on the boundary.
On the other hand, the fiber for E 1 is only an affine SU (3) Dynkin diagram (see (B.9)). That is, one of the four nodes in the affine SU (4) Dynkin diagram shrinks when we blow down to the partial resolution E 1 . Correspondingly on the gauge theory side, the line L indeed lies on the boundary of the Coulomb branch. This provides a nontrivial check for the correspondence.
Finally as before, the origin O is identified as the original singular Weierstrass model E 0 ,
We summarized the identifications for the SU (4) model in Table 4 . 
SU (4):
Tree Graph Coulomb Branch 3d Table 4 : identifications between (partial) resolutions and subchambers C ± ± , walls W ± , W 0 , or the intersection of walls L on the Coulomb branch of the SU (4) model.
Discussion
Let us summarize our results:
• We present a simple and systematic procedure to resolve SU (N ) Weierstrass models by sequences of blow ups for N = 2, 3, 4. The fiber enhancements in codimension two and three are analyzed for each case. We found the non-Kodaira type fiber I * + 0 in codimension three in the SU (4) model. Such a fiber was observed before in the study of elliptic threefolds with the assumption of normal crossing for the components of the discriminant of the fibration [28] . It can also appear in codimension two or higher [29] . See also [21] and [30] .
• The network of resolutions is summarized in the "tree graph", from which one can keep track of the way to blow down to various partial resolutions. Furthermore, flops are manifest from the ramification of the branches in the tree. Since all the resolutions are obtained by sequences of blow ups, they are manifestly projective varieties provided the base is projective too.
• In connection with physics, the topology of the tree graph has an one-to-one correspondence with the Coulomb branch of 5d N = 1 gauge theory. We explicitly match the subchambers, walls, and intersections of walls on the Coulomb branch with (partial) resolutions in the tree graph for the Weierstrass model. In addition, flops are realized as reflections with respect to the walls. This provides a clean demonstration of phase transitions from a geometric point of view via M-theory compactification.
• Since the singularity structure of the Weierstrass model does not depend on the choice of a specific fundamental line bundle, the total space does not even have to be Calabi-Yau in particular. In that regard our correspondence goes beyond the context of string/M-theory compactification. It suggests a deep connection between small resolutions for singular Weierstrass models and representation theory.
It would be interesting to study explicitly the tree graph for other Tate models. For the SU (5) model, a sub-graph is already available from the six resolutions in [18] which are organized as an hexagon [18, 12] . The full tree graph of the SU (5) model should include all the known resolutions that are projective varieties. For example, in addition to the six resolutions of [18] , it would also include the "toric resolutions" of [31, 10, 12] , thus clarifying their definitions in terms of sequences of blow ups. We would also like to extend this correspondence to the D-and E-series.
Throughout this paper we have only talked about the phase transitions within the Coulomb branch. It would also be interesting to understand the conifold transitions [32, 33] from the Coulomb branch into the Coulomb-Higgs branch in this context to complete the picture.
A Second blow ups and flop for the SU (3) model
In this appendix we study the fiber enhancements for the resolved varieties T ± after the second blow up in the SU (3) model. Recall that after the first blow up we arrive at the partial resolution
where s = y + a 1 x + a 3,1 e 0 and Q = x 3 + a 2,1 e 0 x 2 + a 4,2 e 2 0 x + a 6,3 e 3 0 . To resolve the conifold singularity at y = s = e 1 = Q = 0 over e 0 e 1 = P 3 = 0 (P 3 is defined in (2.57)) on the base B, we can either blow up along the ideal (y, e 1 ) or the ideal (s, e 1 ). These two resolutions T ± are related by a flop.
A. where we have written down the chain of blow ups for T + to keep track which point on the tree graph we are at. The ambient space is
The original divisor e 0 = 0 is now blown up to be e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0. The nodes in the fiber over the divisor e 2 e 1 e 0 = 0 are Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = P 3 = 0 but a 1 , a 3,1 nonzero, we have simultaneous solution to s(y = 0) = a 1 x + a 3,1 e 0 = 0 and Q(x, e 0 ) = 0, i.e. Q(a 3,1 , −a 1 ) = 0. Above this locus, we can factor Q as Q(x, e 0 ) = x (A.9)
(A.10)
The defining equation for C ′ 1 thus becomes
Hence C ′ 1 splits into two nodes, which we will call C 2 , C 3 :
14)
From the intersections of C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 we recognize the fiber to be of type I 4 . This is the rank one enhancement from SU (3) → SU (4). Note that this codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = P 3 = 0 is precisely the locus of the conifold singularity (2.56) of the partial resolution E 1 . After the second blow up, the singular point (2.56) is blown up to be a full P 1 and gives rise to the rank one enhancement to SU (4).
Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = 0, the three nodes intersect at a single point,
1 ∶ e 0 = e 1 = e 2 = 0, so we have the IV fiber. Over the codimension three locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = a 3,1 = 0, we note that C ′ 1 splits into three components
(A.16)
where
0 are the three roots to Q(x, e 0 ) = 0. Also note that the multiplicity for C 1 is two now. From the intersections of C 0 , 2C 1 , C
2 , we recognize the fiber to be of type I * 0 . The fiber enhancements for T + are summarized in Table 5 .
e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0 e 0 e 1 e 2 = P 3 = 0 e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = 0 e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = a 3,1 = 0 Over the divisor e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0, we have the following three nodes in the fiber, Note that our labeling for the nodes is consistent with that for the T + resolution, where C 1 comes from e 1 = s = 0 and C ′ 1 corresponds to e 1 = y = 0. Keeping track of the labeling will be important when we discuss the flop induced by the Z 2 automorphism (2.4) from the Mordell-Weil group in the following.
From here we see that the analysis for T − is identical to the analysis for T + by exchanging s with −y, the inverse action (2.4). One crucial point is that the role played by C 1 ∶ e 1 = y = 0 and C ′ 1 ∶ e 1 = s = 0 are switched when compared T − with T + . For example, over e 0 e 1 e 2 = P 3 = 0, it is C 1 that splits into two, rather than C ′ 1 as would be the case of T + .
We here summarize the fiber enhancement for T − in Table 6 . Note that it is obtained by exchanging C 1 with C ′ 1 from the fiber enhancement for T + in Table 5 .
B Small Resolutions and flops for the SU (4) model
The SU (4) model is defined by [16, 17] As before, one can check that the singularities of the total space are supported on:
2)
e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0 e 0 e 1 e 2 = P = 0 e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = 0 w = a 1 = a 3,1 = 0 Table 6 : The fiber enhancements for T − in the SU (3) model. It can be obtained from the fiber enhancements for T + (Table 5 ) by switching
The trivalent point for IV means that the three nodes meet at the same point.
B.1 Partial resolution E
We blow up along (x, y, e 0 ) by replacing (x, y, e 0 ) → (e 1 x, e 1 y, e 1 e 0 ), (B.3)
in E 0 and factoring out the exceptional divisor e 1 . The first partial resolution E 1 is The ambient space is parametrized by
Description of the fiber We have the following three nodes C 0 , C 1 , C ′ 1 over the divisor e 1 e 0 = 0:
From the intersections we see that it is a I 3 fiber. Recall that in the SU (4) model there are supposed to be four nodes in the affine Dynkin diagram. In the partial resolution E 1 above, we only have three nodes, which is one less than what we would have in the fiber of the fully resolved varieties.
It follows that on the Coulomb branch, the line L corresponding to E 1 should be on the boundary of the fundamental chamber where part of the non-abelian symmetry is restored. This is indeed the case as can be seen from the SU (4) Coulomb branch in Figure 12 .
After the second blow up, we will recover the vanishing node. On the gauge theory side, this corresponds to moving off the line L to the bulk of the Coulomb branch. There is a conifold singularity at
Conifold singularity
Over a general point on the divisor e 0 e 1 = 0, the conifold singularity is at
Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 = a 1 = 0, on the other hand, the conifold singularity is at
To resolve the conifold singularity, we have the following three options for the second blow up: T + ∶ (y, e 1 ), B ∶ (x, y, e 1 ), and T − ∶ (s, e 1 ). We will explore these options separately in the following sections.
B.2 Partional resolution
We start with the T + resolution by replacing The ambient space is
Description of the fiber Over the divisor e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0, we have the following four nodes in the fiber,
From the intersections we recognize the fiber to be of type I 4 , which is the affine Dynkin diagram for SU (4). As advertised before, we recover all the affine Dynkin nodes in the second blow up. On the gauge theory side, the corresponding wall W + indeed lies in the bulk of the Coulomb branch (see Figure 12 ) where all the Dynkin nodes are present. (In deriving the above equation we assumed a 1 ≠ 0. However if we assume a 1 = 0, this implies a 4,2 = 0 so also satisfies the above condition.) Recall that P 4 is the leading term in the second component of the discriminant for E 0 (see (2.18)).
Conifold singularity
There are two options for the third blow up: T + + ∶ (x, e 2 ) and T − ∶ (r, e 2 ). Naively, one might also want to blow up along the ideal (x, r, e 2 ). However, this resolution is not small. In fact, one of the fiber component is a P 2 rather than a P 1 (node). We will therefore not consider this possibility.
B.2.1 Resolution
To resolve the conifold singularity, we blow up along the ideal (x, e 2 ) (x, e 2 ) → (e 3 x, e 3 e 2 ), (B One can check that T + + is a nonsingular variety for dim C B ≤ 3 so we do not need to do any further blow up. From the intersections we recognize the fiber to be of type I 4 . This is the affine Dynkin diagram for SU (4).
Fiber enhancements
We label the nodes C i by their position in the affine SU (4) Dynkin diagram rather than the order of blow ups. This is for later convenience when we compare the fibers between different resolutions. Note that C 1 ∶ e 1 = s = 0, C 2 ∶ e 3 = 0 (the exceptional divisor for e 2 = x = 0), C 3 ∶ e 2 = r = 0 (the exceptional divisor for e 1 = y = 0).
Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = P 4 = 0 but a 1 , a 4,2 ≠ 0, we have the following factorization Including other fibers, we have the following five nodes in the fiber over e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = P 4 = 0 C 0 ∶ e 0 = a 1 xy − e From the intersections we recognize the fiber to be of type I 5 . This corresponds to the rank one enhancement SU (4) → SU (5) in codimension two.
Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = a 1 = 0, C 3 agains splits into three components,
The fibers are C 0 ∶ e 0 = −e 3 of coincide, and we end up with the non-Kodaira I * + 0 fiber. Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = a 1 = a 4,2 = 0, C 2 splits into three components, C 
3 ∶ e 2 = e 3 x + a 2,1 e 0 = 0 and C (2)
In total, we have the following nodes in the fiber over e 0 e 1 e 2 e 3 = a 1 = a 4,2 = 0, From the intersections we recognize the fiber to be of type I * 1 . We summarize the fiber enhancements for T + + in Table 7 . Recall that T + takes the following form with manifest conifold singularity, where the second equation is the collinear condition between α, β and r, e 2 . The ambient space is
One can check that T + − is a nonsingular variety so we do not need to do any further blow up. From the intersections we see that it is the I 4 fiber. Note that we label the C i in the same way as T + + . Over e 0 e 1 e 2 = P 4 = 0 but a 1 , a 4,2 being nonzero, C 3 becomes Hence C 3 splits into three components Hence we have five nodes, C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 4 , C 5 , in the fiber over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = P 4 = 0. From the intersections we recognize the fiber to be of type I 5 . This corresponds to the rank one enhancement SU (4) → SU (5).
Over e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = 0, C 3 ∶ e 2 = e 1 (x 2 + a 2,1 e 0 x + a 4,2 e 2 0 ) = αx + β(y 2 + a 3,2 e 2 0 e 1 y − a 6,4 e 2 1 e 4 0 ) = 0 splits into three components
(B.80) and it becomes the non-Kodaira I * + 0 fiber. Over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = a 4,2 = 0, C 3 ∶ e 2 = e 1 x(x + a 2,1 e 0 ) = αx + β(y 2 + a 3,2 e 2 0 e 1 y − a 6,4 e 2 1 e 4 0 ) = 0 becomes In total, we have the following nodes in the fiber over e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = a 4,2 = 0,
with multiplicity 2, (B.93)
with multiplicity 2, (B.94)
From the intersections we recognize the fiber to be of the type I * 1 . We summarize the fiber enhancements for T + − in Table 8 . This completes the analysis from the partial resolution T + . In the following we will return to another option for the second blow up, T − ∶ (s, e 1 ).
B.3 Partial resolution
The partial resolution T − is related to T + by the inverse action (2.4) induced by the Z 2 automorphism in the Mordell-Weil group, hence the analysis will be identical to T + by exchanging y with −s = −y − a 1 x − a 3,2 e 1 e 2 0 . Geometrically, this corresponds to switching the nodes C 1 ∶ e 1 = s = 0 with C 3 ∶ e 2 = r = 0 in T + . Note that C 3 in T + comes from e 1 = y = 0 in E 1 , so the inverse action indeed exchanges y with −s. We will not repeat the details of the analysis as it is similar to T + .
The partial resolution T − is Description of the fiber Over e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0, the nodes in the fiber are
Note that our labeling is consistent with that for T + . From the intersections we see that it is the I 4 fiber. Note that we already have the affine SU (4) Dynkin diagram at the second blow up. On the gauge theory side, this corresponds to the fact that the wall W − lies in the bulk of the Coulomb branch. 
Conifold singularity
Over the divisor e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0, the nodes in the fiber are
+ a 2,1 e 1 e 0 x + a 4,2 e 1 e The fiber enhancements are the same as T + − after exchanging C 1 with C 3 . Next we will return to the last option for the second blow up, B ∶ (x, y, e 1 ). As we will see shortly, the resolutions we obtain from this branch will be identified with those in T ± .
B.4 Partial resolution B ∶ (x, y, e 1 e 2 )
Recall that after the first blow up we end up with the following conifold singularity: 
Description of the fiber The divisor is blown up to be e 0 e 1 e 2 = 0, over which we have four nodes in the fiber, From the intersections we see that it is the I 4 fiber. Note that we already have the affine SU (4) Dynkin diagram at the second blow up. On the gauge theory side, this corresponds to the fact that the wall W 0 lies in the bulk of the Coulomb branch.
Conifold singularity There is a conifold singularity in B, B ∶ y(y + a 1 x + a 3,2 e 1 e over the codimension two locus e 0 e 1 e 2 = a 1 = 0. In the following we will continue to the blow up this singularity. In summary, since T + + and B + have the same defining equations, the same scalings for the variables, and also the same restrictions on the vanishing of the variables, they are indeed isomorphic to each other,
(B.148)
The identification of resolutions B + and T
+ +
Above we have seen that the two resolutions B + and T + + are isomorphic to each other. Now we are going to show that these two resolutions should be identified as one resolution, hence corresponding to a single subchamber on the Coulomb branch, i.e. C + + . Let us begin with a general discussion. Given a variety X and two of its resolutions
Suppose the two resolutions are isomorphic to each other, X 1 ≅ X 2 , we arrive at the, not necessarily commutative, diagram shown in Figure 15 . In the case that the diagram is commutative, i.e. Figure 15 : If two resolutions f 1 ∶ X 1 → X and f 2 ∶ X 2 → X are isomorphic to each other and the above diagram commutes, we identify them as a single resolution.
we identify the two resolutions X 1 with X 2 since the blow up maps are the same.
Let us consider an example where X 1 ≅ X 2 but we do not identify the two resolutions. Consider the conifold in C 4 , where f 1 and f 2 are both sequences of three blow ups shown in (B.143). However, since e 2 and e 3 are not variables in E 0 , they are projected out by f 1 and f 2 . It follows that f 1 = f 2 ○ ϕ, i.e. the following diagram is commutative
and we identify the two resolutions (indicated by the blue line as in Figure 7) ,
The two resolutions therefore correspond to a single subchamber C + + on the Coulomb branch (see Figure 12) .
B.4.2 Resolution B
− ∶ (s, e 1 e 3 )
The other option for the third blow up from the partial resolution B is B − ∶ (s, e 1 ), 
